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ARGUMENT

I. The Stipulation Promotes Important Regulatory Principles And Practices And Does Not
Violate Any State Or Federal Law.

A. Ohio Law And Legislative Policy Support Continued Commission Jurisdiction Over
Generation Supply Through the Establishment of the Proposed Power Purchase
Agreement Rider.

Parties argue that the proposed PPA Rider should be rejected because it is inconsistent with

Ohio’s purported policy of complete reliance on the federally-regulated wholesale energy and capacity

markets.’ These arguments are based on the flawed conclusion that the Ohio Commission has no

jurisdiction over generation.

The Independent Market Monitor for PJM Interconnection, LLC (“PJM”), Dr. Joseph E. Bowring

recommends that the PPA Rider be rejected because it “is not consistent with the market paradigm.”2 Dr.

Bowring describes the two “broad paradigms” that he believes currently exist within PJM.3 The first is

the “market paradigm,” which applies to “deregulated” states such as Delaware, Illinois, Maryland, New

Jersey, and Pennsylvania, as well as the District of Columbia.4 According to Dr. Bowring, this paradigm

“includes a full set of markets, most importantly the energy market and capacity market, which together

ensttre that there are adequate revenues to incent new generation when it is needed and to incent

retirement of itnits when appropriate. “ This is contrasted with what Dr. Bowring deems the “quasi

market paradigm, “ which applies to states that regulate generation on a cost-of-service basis and also rely

on the PJM markets, such as Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, Indiana, North Carolina, Tennessee, and

‘Joint Initial Brief of The RetaiL Energy Supply Association, Constellation NewEnergy, Inc. and Exelon Generation
Company LLC (“RESA Brief’) at 20 (claiming that the PPA Proposal “will take Ohio backwards toward re
regulation.”); Initial Brief of Dynegy, Inc. (“Dynegy Brief’) at 13-14 (arguing that the PPA proposal “is inconsistent
with competition in the PJM wholesale power market. “).2 Post-Hearing Brief of The Independent Market Monitor For PJM (“IIV1M Brief’) at 7; 1MM Ix. 2 (First
Supplemental Testimony of Joseph E. Bowring at 6:7-8.

1MM Brief at 7; 1MM Ix. 2 at 5.
“Tr. Vol. XII (October 16, 2015) at 3040:15-20.

1MM Ex. 2 at 5:26-29.



Michigan.6 The quasi-market paradigm “inclttdes an energy market based on LMP bitt addresses the

needfor investment incentives via the long-term contract model or the cost ofservice model.”7

Dr. Bowring’s recommendation that AEP Ohio’s proposed PPA Rider should be rejected because

it is not consistent with “market paradigm” is not infonned by Ohio law. Ohio is not a “market

paradigm “jurisdiction that has ceded complete authority over generation to PJM and the Federal Energy

Regulatort Commission (“fERC”). Rather, as a result of Senate Bills 3 and 221, Ohio has evolved from a

traditionally regulated jurisdiction into a hybrid jurisdiction that incorporates elements of both traditional

cost-based pricing and market-based pricing.

Before 1999, the PUCO regulated Ohio’s investor-owned electric utilities in accordance with

traditional cost-of-service principles.8 With respect to generation, the Conmiission authorized each

investor-owned utility doing business in Ohio to collect a just and reasonable return on the average

embedded cost (original cost less depreciation) of its power plant investments, plus the recovery of its

actual cost of fuel and other expenses with no mark-up or profit margin. In return, the utility was required

to provide reliable and non-discriminatory service to all customers located in its service territory. This

regulatory compact allowed the utility low-cost access to the significant amounts of capital needed to

build new generation and ensured that new generation would in fact be built. That system worked well.

Throughout much of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, the companies that now make up Ohio Power

Company (“AEP Ohio”) had among the lowest electric rates in the nation. This in turn led to the growth

of energy-intensive manufacturing companies in AEP Ohio’s service territory, including the members of

OEG.

In 1999, however, the Ohio General Assembly fundamentally changed the traditional regulatory

compact. In 1999, Ohio enacted Senate Bill 3, which moved Ohio’s investor-owned utilities toward

complete reliance on the federally-regulated wholesale power market to provide generation supply.

Under Senate Bill 3, after a five-year transition period (2001-2005), the investor-owned utilities were to

6 Tr. Vol. XII (October 16, 2015) at 3040:5-14.
71MM Brief at 7: 1MM Ex. 2 at 5:31-33.

“100 Years and Counting: The History of the PUCO,” Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, available at
http ://www.puco.ohio.gov/puco/index.cfmlconsumer-information/consumer-topics!puco-history/.
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corporately separate or divest their generation assets and customers were to rely solely on the wholesale

market to supply their energy and capacity needs at just and reasonable rates as determined by the FERC

under the federal Power Act.9

Senate Bill 3 did not impose these conditions on Ohio’s municipal (AMP Ohio) or customer-

owned cooperative utilities (Buckeye Power). AMP Ohio and Buckeye Power both serve their customers

at cost-of-service rates for generation they own, plus costs incurred in the PJM energy and capacity

markets. Therefore, both AMP Ohio and Buckeye Power operate under the “quasi-market paradigm.”

In the wholesale market, rates are not based on the cost of any given utility, but instead are based

on region-wide marginal (incremental) costs. For both energy and capacity, marginal cost pricing pays

each supplier the clearing price of the last incremental unit needed to meet region-wide demand.

Marginal cost pricing can be beneficial for customers during periods of supply surplus or when demand is

low. But marginal cost pricing is very volatile during periods of supply shortage or rising demand. In the

energy market, there is basically no limit as to how high pricing can go during shortage hours.’° In the

capacity market, RPM pricing routinely changes by 300% - 400% from one annual auction to the next.11

Reasonable minds can differ over whether average embedded cost pricing or marginal cost pricing will be

lower over the long run. However, there can be little doubt that marginal cost pricing is more volatile.

Midway through Senate Bill 3’s five-year transition period, the path toward complete reliance on

the federally-regulated wholesale capacity and energy markets became problematic as market prices

remained significantly above legacy generation pricing.’2 To avoid the rate shock experienced by

Maryland, Illinois, and other deregulated jurisdictions,’3 the Commission implemented Rate Stabilization

Plans that largely maintained legacy generation pricing for the 2006-2008 time period.’4 Stakeholders

16 U.S.C. §824d.
10 See OEG Initial Brief at 13.
II

12 See Ohio Consumers’ Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm., 12$ Ohio St.3d 512, 513 (2011).
13 Id.
“ See e.g. Opinion & Order, case No. 04-169-EL-UNC (January 26, 2005); See also Opinion & Order, Case No.
02-2779-EL-ATA (September 2, 2003) at 29.
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then urged the Ohio Legislature to reconsider whether complete deregulation was in fact the best course

of action for the State.

To avert potentially drastic market price increases, new legislation was passed by the Ohio

General Assembly in 2008 — Senate Bill 221 15 Rather than moving Ohio farther toward mandatory

reliance on the federally-regulated wholesale energy and capacity markets, Senate Bill 221 gave the

Commission discretion to opt back into some of the traditional features of regulation. For example, under

the newly adopted R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(b), the Commission is authorized to grant an electric distribution

utility recovery of a reasonable allowance for construction work-in-progress for the cost of constructing

an electric generating facility or for an environmental expenditure for any electric generating facility.

Under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(c), the Commission can establish a nonbypassable surcharge through which

an electric distribution utility can recover costs associated with certain electric generating facilities

dedicated to Ohio customers. And most significantly for this case, under R.C. 492$.143(B)(2)(d), the

Commission may approve as part of an ESP:

Terms, conditions, or charges relating to limitations on customer shopping for retail
electric generation service, bypassability, standby, back-tip, or supplemental power
service, default service, carlying costs, amortization periods, and accounting or
deferrals, including future recovery of such deferrals, as would have the effect of
stabilizing or providing certainty regarding retail electric service.16

None of these tools would be available to the Commission in a purely deregulated “market

paradigm” system.

Senate Bill 221 introduced a hybrid regulatory approach under which investor-owned utilities

could either choose to follow a path toward full reliance on the wholesale market by establishing a Market

Rate Offer (“MRO”) or could maintain a more state-regulated path by establishing an Electric Security

Plan (“ESP”).17 When utilities subsequently attempted to establish an MRO, however, the Commission

rejected them.18 Thus, while recent ESP cases have led to Ohio utilities divesting their generation assets

15 Ohio Consumers’ Counselv. Pub. Util. Conunu., 12$ Ohio St.3d 512, 513 (2011).
16 Emphasis added.
17 R.C. 4928.142 and 4928.143.
18 See Opinion and Order, Case No. 08-936-EL-SSO (November 25, 2008); Opinion and Order, Case No. 10-2586-
EL-SSO (Febmary23, 2011).
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and establishing retail Standard Service Offer (“SSO”) rates through a competitive bidding process, the

Commission still maintains traditional regulatory tools through Senate Bill 221 that can be used to protect

utility customers from the risks and volatility of complete reliance on the federally-regulated wholesale

energy and capacity markets.

Given the fact that Ohio is a hybrid regulatory system, criticism of the PPA Rider on the basis

that it is not consistent with the deregulated “market paradigm” is misplaced. At the hearing, Dr.

Bowring conceded that he did not review Ohio’s ESP statute (R.C. 4928.143) prior to drawing his

conclusion that the PPA Rider should be rejected because it is not consistent with the “market

paradigm. 19 But R.C. 4928.143 is the very statute permitting the Commission to approve the PPA

Rider. As discussed above, R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) allows the Conmiission to approve financial

limitations on customer shopping that have the effect of stabilizing or providing certainty regarding retail

electric service, such as the PPA Rider. The Commission acknowledged its authority under that statute in

AEP Ohio’s last ESP case:2°

[TJhe Commission agrees i’ith AEF Ohio and OEG that the proposed PFA rider is a
financial limitation on customer shoppingfor retail electric generation service. Although
the proposed PPA rider would impose no physical constraints on shopping, the rider
does constitute, as OEG witness Taylor explained, a financial limitation on shopping that
would help to stabilize rates. 21

Dr. Bowring conceded that he was not aware that the ESP statute allows the Commission to

approve “limitations on customer shopping for retail electric generation service” before he filed his

testimony.22 Dr. Bowring’s view of the PPA Rider is therefore based on the false premise that the Ohio

Commission has no jurisdiction over generation and that Ohio is fully in the “market paradigm.”

However, in light of its hybrid regulatory system, Ohio fits squarely into the “quasi-market paradigm”

under which some cost-based pricing is appropriate. Accordingly, Dr. Bowring’s criticism should be

dismissed.

‘ Tr. Vol. XII (October 16, 2015) at 3040:21-23.
20 R.C. 4928.143(3)(2)(d).
21 Opinion and Order, Case Nos. 13-23$5-EL-SSO et a! (February 25, 2015) at 22.
22 Tr. Vol. XII (October 16, 2015) at 3041:15-17.
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B. The PPA Rider Was Lawfully Approved As A Financial Limitation On Shopping
That Will Help Stabilize Customer Rates Consistent with R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d).

Parties argue that the Commission lacks jurisdiction to approve the PPA Rider under Ohio law.23

But as discussed above, the Commission has already correctly decided that the PPA Rider can be lawfully

established pursuant to R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) as a financial limitation on shopping that would help

stabilize customer rates. Hence, any collateral attacks on the Commission’s decision in AEP Ohio’s last

ESP case should be disregarded.

The manner in which the PPA Rider helps to stabilize customer rates is easily explained. The

PPA Rider would effectively result in all customers paying a blended price for retail electric generation

service that is approximately 30% cost-based (from the PPA units) and 70% market-based (from the

fERC-regulated PJM wholesale market) when measured on a capacity basis. The ratio is 44% cost-based

and 56% market-based when measured on an energy basis.24 Cost-based rate components generally move

slowly and predictably over time whereas market rates (based upon marginal costs) can be highly volatile

and unpredictable.25 So the cost-based portion of customers’ bills will be inherently more stable than the

portion based on the marginal costs of all generators throughout the PJM region.

This is a reasonable diversification of the generation portfolio of customers in AEP Ohio’s

service territory and is analogous to an investor including both stocks and bonds in his or her portfolio.

While stocks may afford the investor an opportunity for greater growth, stocks are also more volatile and

expose the investor to greater risk of loss. Bonds generally offer lower growth potential, but are less

volatile and provide a stable yield. Both products can be included in a prudent investor’s portfolio.

The balanced portfolio approach, whereby generation to consumers would be priced partially at

cost-of-service and partially at market, is consistent with the hybrid structure chosen by the General

23 Initial Post-Hearing Brief By The Office of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel and Appalachian Peace and Justice
Network (“OCC/APJN Brief’) at 24-29.
24 OEG Ex. 1 (Direct Testimony of Stephen J. Baron Case Nos. l4-1693-EL-RDR et a!. (September 11, 2015)) at
10:15-17; Tr. Vol. XVII (November 3, 2015) at 4249:4-20 and 4378:6-16; Tr. Vol. XX (January 6, 2016) at 5062:9-
16. Using a demand or capacity measurement, the 3,100 MW PPA represents approximately 30% of AEP Ohio’s
10,000 MW native load peak demand. Based on the ratio of the normalized MWh generation from the PPA units to
the normalized MWh consumption of AEP Ohio’s native load, the proposed PPA Rider would resuLt in an electric
rate to retail customers comprised 56% at market and 44% at the actual cost of the PPA Units..
25 OEG Ix. 1 at 13:7-14:4.
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Assembly through Senate Bill 221. Recognizing the risks of complete reliance on the federally-regulated

wholesale energy and capacity markets, the General Assembly gave the Conrniission jurisdiction and

tools to continue to protect customers. Those tools support the establishuent of the PPA Rider.26

C. There Is No Definitive Evidence That The PPA Rider WiLl Have A Direct Effect On
The PJM Wholesale Markets.

Several marketers and generation owners that oppose the proposed PPA Rider expressed concern

that the PPA Rider will distort the PJM market and hinder the development of new generation. RESA

argues that “the FFA Proposal will discourage bidders in the procttrernent of SSO sttpply,” and Dynegy

argues that the PPA “will distort the wholesale markets and negatively impact the retail market.”27 The

negative market impacts predicted by these intervenors are speculative and are not supported by the

evidence in the record.

The U.S. Supreme Court recently held that practices that “directly qffect wholesale rates” are

within the FERC’s jurisdiction.28 But there is no evidence that the PPA Rider will “directly affect” either

wholesale supply or demand in the PJM system.

Demand will not be impacted because the PPA Rider is merely a financial mechanism to stabilize

rates. All consumers will still purchase 100% of their physical generation supply either from the market

through competitive retail electric service (“CRES”) providers or through SSO auctions.29 Therefore,

approval of the PPA will not limit the amount of generation sold directly to consumers from CRES

26 Adoption of the PPA Rider is also supported by R.C. 4928.l43(B)(2)(a) as a cost of purchased power acquired
from an AEP Ohio affiliate (OVEC), by R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(e) as an automatic increase or decrease in a
component of the SSO price, and by R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(i) as a provision under which an electric utility may
implement economic development. In this case, the PPA Rider furthers economic development by hedging costs
that large business customers of AEP Ohio would otherwise pay.
27 RESA Brief at 23; Dynegy Brief at 8.
28 FERC u. Elec. Powet Supply Ass’n, Slip Opinion in U.S. Supreme Court Case No. 14-840 (January 25, 2016),
Syllabus at 3 (“The practices at issue directly affect wholesale rates. The FPA has delegated to FERC the
authority—and, indeed, the ditty—to ensure that rules or practices ‘affecting’ wholesale rates are just and
reasonable. §824d(a), 824e(a). To prevent the statute from assuming near-infinite breadth..., this Court adopts the
D. C. Circuit’s common-sense construction limiting FERC ‘s ‘affecting’ jurisdiction to rules or practices that
‘directly affect the [wholesalej rate... ‘,.

29 Tr. Vol. XI (October 14, 2015) at 2950:18-24.
7



providers nor will it limit the amount of generation procured through the SSO auctions. In that sense, the

PPA Rider was specifically designed to have no impact on demand in the PJM market.

There is also no evidence that the PPA proposal will impact supply in the PJM market. While

AEP Ohio has indicated that the PPA Proposal may “rethtce the likelihood ofpremature retirements of

the relevant AEPGR generating plants dtte to short-term economic signals,”3° there is no evidence that

any of the PPA Units will shut down absent approval of the PPA Rider, thereby impacting PJM supply.

The more likely scenario in the event that the PPA Rider is not approved is that the PPA Units would be

sold to a third-party and would continue to operate in the PJM wholesale markets. In other words, the

evidence demonstrates that the PPA Units will most likely continue to sell into the PJM energy and

capacity markets with or without the PPA Rider. And any impact on wholesale market supply from the

Commission’s approval of the PPA Rider would merely be incidental to the exercise of Ohio’s legitimate

interest to stabilize the rates of Ohio customers.

U. The PPA Rider Is Not Preempted By fERC’s Jurisdiction Over The Wholesale
Power Market.

The Office of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel and Appalachian Peace and Justice Network

(“OCC/APIN”) and the Ohio Manufacturers’ Association Energy Group (“OMAEG”) argue that the PPA

Rider is precluded by two recent federal appellate decisions involving attempts by Maryland and New

Jersey to lower wholesale market pricing by incenting the construction of new generating units in their

respective states.3’ OCC/APJN and OMAEG argue for an interpretation of the Maryland and New Jersey

cases that is far broader than what was intended by the courts.

The proposed PPA Rider is distinguishable from the Maryland and New Jersey situations. In

those cases, Maryland and New Jersey attempted to incentivize new generation for the explicit purpose of

° Initial Brief in Support of the Joint Stipulation and Recommendation on Behalf of Ohio Power Company (“AEP
Ohio Brief’) at 1$.
31 FFL EnergvPhts, LLC i’. Nazarian, 974 F. Supp. 2d 790 (D.MD. Sept. 30, 2013), aff’d 753 F. 3d 467 753 F.3d
467 (4th Cir. 2014))(”Nazarian”); FElL EnergyFlus, LLC v. Solomon, 766 F.3d 241 (3rd Cir. 2014) (“Soloman”,);
Initial Brief of The Ohio Manufacturers’ Association Energy Group (“OMAEG Brief’) at 19.
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driving down wholesale capacity prices.32 Both states found that the PJM capacity market clearing prices

in their regions were too high because of insufficient generation supply. These states also determined that

the annually changing nature of PJM capacity pricing did not provide enough financial certainty for

merchant generators to make the large capital investments necessary to construct new generation.

Therefore, they decided to take matters into their own hands.33 In the Maryland case, the Public Service

Commission solicited proposals for the construction of a new power plant, offering the successful bidder

a fixed, twenty-year revenue stream through a contract that the state would compel local electric utilities

to enter.34 In the New Jersey case, the legislature passed a statute requiring electric utilities to enter into

long-term contracts to fund new natural gas-fired plants with generators chosen by the Board of Public

Utilities.35

In the Maryland and New Jersey cases, the states’ efforts were aimed specifically at incentivizing

the construction of new power plants that would directly lower wholesale capacity prices in their region.36

Even though the RPM capacity prices in the constrained Maryland and New Jersey regions were very

high and resulted in high prices for customers, the annually changing nature of RPM capacity prices did

not encourage new generation to be built. The states therefore decided to establish their own methods of

encouragement (state-subsidized long-tenn contracts). However, the courts found that providing state-

established methods to subsidize the construction of new generation undermined the price signals

provided by the FERC-approved RPM market construct.

Here, the purpose of the PPA Rider is not to lower market pricing by encouraging the

construction of new generation. The PPA Rider is comprised of existing units. As explained earlier, the

PPA Rider will not affect either the supply of nor the demand for energy and capacity in the PJM market.

The PPA Rider is merely intended to provide rate stability to retail customers under R.C.

4928.143(B)(2)(d) by acting as a hedge against market fluctuations at the retail level. While reliability is

32 Nazarian; Soloman.
See Id.

34Nazarian at 473.
Solomon at 246.

36 Nazarian at 473.
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the primary responsibility of PJM, the PPA Rider will help promote supply diversity and thereby mitigate

reliability concerns associated with the possible retirement of base load, coal-fired generation. This

objective is aligned with the policy of the state under R.C. 4928.02. In this sense, the PPA Rider is fully

consistent with federal law, which specifically recognizes state authority over reliability and adequacy of

service. The Energy Policy Act of 2005, 16 U.S.C. §824o(i)(3) provides “fnjothing in this section shall

be construed to preempt any authority of any State to take action to ensure the safety, adequacy, and

reliability ofservice within that State...”

Additionally, PJM’s FERC-approved MOPR does not apply here as it did in the Maryland and

New Jersey cases. The MOPR is intended to address the concern that certain resources seeking to

participate in PJM’s capacity auctions might attempt to suppress market clearing prices. The MOPR is

designed to limit the ability of buyers to suppress capacity prices by subsidizing the constmction of new

generation. The MOPR only applies to new gas-fired combustion turbines, new gas-fired combined

cycles, and new integrated gasification combined cycle units.37 The MOPR therefore applied to the new

gas generation at issue in the Maryland and New Jersey cases.38 But it specifically does not apply to

existing coal resources such as the PPA units. Therefore, FERC’s concerns regarding buyer-side

manipulation of the PJM wholesale markets are not implicated by the PPA.

Finally, the Court of Appeals decisions in both the Maryland and New Jersey cases expressly

limited the scope of their reach. In the Maryland case, the Court specifically stated that “...it is important

to note the limited scope of our holding, which is addressed to the specjfic program at isstte. In the

New Jersey case, the Court went even further in limiting the scope of its finding by explaining that a state

action is not field preempted just because it has an “incidental effect” on interstate markets. The Court

stated:

37PJMlnterconnection, L.L. C., 143 FERC ¶61,090 (May 2, 2013) at ¶4 and ¶22 (“Currently, PJM’s MOPR protects
against these forms of buyer-side market power by setting a price floo, i.e. a minimum bid, and requiring all new,
non-exempted resources to bid at that floor...

“P);
Id at ¶166 (“We accept PJM’s proposal to apply the MOPR to gas-

fired combustion turbine, combined-cycle, and IGCC resources. The IMA’I, firstEnery, and Dayton argue that the
MOPR should apply to all resource types and that any resource type can be used to exercise market power. We
agree with PJM, howevei that the MOPR may be focused on those resources that are most likely to raise price
suppression concerns.”).
381d.
39Nazarian at 478.
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[WJe have no occasion to conclude that PJM’s markets preempt any state act that might
intersect a market ritle... [TJhe law of supply-and-demand is not the law ofpreenzption.
When a state regulates within its sphere of atithority, the regulation’s incidental effect on
interstate commerce does not render the regttlation invalid... The states’ regulatoty
choices accumulate into the available supply transacted through the interstate market.
The federal Power Act grants FERC exclttsive control over whether interstate rates are
“just and reasonable,” bitt FERC’s authority over interstate rates does not cariy with it
exclusive control over any and eveiy force that influences interstate rates. Unless and
until Congress determines otherwise, the states maintain a regitlatomy role in the nation
electric ener markets. Today decision does not diminish that important
responsibility.40

The U.S. Supreme Court’s recent holding discussed above, finding that FERC’s jurisdiction

extends to practices that “directly affect wholesale rates,” is consistent with the New Jersey court’s

distinction between state and federal authority.41

The Courts were wise in making a distinction between “incidental” as opposed to “direct”

effects on the wholesale markets since cost-based compensation for generation is prevalent in PJM and

has been since the inception of PJM’s capacity market in 2007. Numerous PPAs exist within PJM

between electric distribution utilities and independent power providers, and the net costs of these

wholesale transactions are often passed on to retail customers. Moreover, cost-of-service regulation for

generation exists for numerous states in PJM. For example, Dominion Resources, a PJM utility and

generation owner headquartered in Virginia, owns roughly 18,000 MW of generation and is in the process

of building additional generation resources.42 Yet Dominion bids its units into both the PJM energy and

capacity markets and, at the same time, receives cost-based retail compensation from customers.

Dominion’s participation has not “ttndermined” PJM’s market. Nor have AEP Ohio’s regulated affiliates

that bid the energy from their units into the PJM energy market. Far from it. PJM’s markets have

repeatedly been deemed competitive by the PJM Independent Market Monitor over the years, assimilating

and clearing thousands of megawatts of generation, whether that generation is supported only by

competitive market revenues or by cost recovery from retail customers.

40 Solomon.
41 FERC V. Elec. Power Supply Ass’n, Slip Opinion in U.S. Supreme Court Case No. 14-840 (January 25, 2016),
Syllabus at 3.
42 AEP Ohio Brief at 138.
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Here, there are probably not even “incictentaP’ effects on the wholesale power market, let alone

unlawful “direct” effects. Approval of the PPA Rider will not distort the price signals resulting from the

PJM wholesale markets. The generation supply bid into the PJM markets will not change if the Rider is

approved. The PPA units are existing generation that AEP previously bid into the PJM wholesale markets

and will continue to bid into those markets, regardless of whether the PPA Rider is approved. Nor will

there be an effect on demand. Under the PPA Rider constmct, consumers will still purchase 100% of their

physical generation needs from CRES providers or through the SSO auctions just as they do today.

Arguments that there will be price distortions are merely theoretical. No witness presented any

study demonstrating that the PPA Rider will change PJM energy or capacity prices by 1%, 0.1%, or

0.01%. On this point, there is only speculation.

If the Commission approves the proposed PPA, it will be acting “within its sphere of authority”

consistent with the New Jersey decision because the PPA is only intended to stabilize retail rates and

promote fuel diversity, and thereby enhance reliability and adequacy of service. Although this proceeding

involves a wholesale contract, the contract is permitted under both PJM’s tariff and all applicable FERC

regulations, and this Conmiission is not being asked to approve it. Rather, the Commission is addressing

the issue of retail rate treatment of net benefits or costs of that contract. The facts and circumstances in

this case are vastly different from those at issue in the Maryland and New Jersey cases, which do not bar

Commission approval of the PPA Rider.

F. The PPA Proposal Is Not A “Subsidy” And Is Not “Anti-(’ontpetitive.”

Several parties claim that the PPA Rider is an impermissible subsidy that is inconsistent with the

competitive wholesale market stmctures.43 These arguments are misplaced.

First, the PPA Rider is not “anti-competitive” because it does not impact the SSO auctions or

customer shopping decisions. Nor does it skew the wholesale market since the PPA Units, while “on the

“ See OMAEG Brief at 23-24.; Dynegy Brief at 5-6; 1MM Brief at 1-2 and 5-6; RESA Brief at 9-10 and 17-18;
OCC!APJN Brief at. 70-75.
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bubble,” are not scheduled to retire. This means that the same amount of energy and capacity will

participate in the PJM markets with or without the PPA.

Second, the PPA Rider is not a “subsidy” because when the PPA Rider is a charge, customers

would be paying for a product that they actually receive — rate stability, improved reliability, fuel

diversity, and adequacy of service. When the PPA Rider is a credit, the term “subsidy” certainly does not

apply because customers will be receiving revenue through the Rider. A PPA Rider rate credit is an

“anti-subsidy.”

Even if the PPA Rider could reasonably be considered a “subsidy,” all subsidies are not unlawful,

as some PPA opponents would have the Commission believe. Indeed, in explaining why wholesale

resources with different costs structures should all receive the same level of compensation (LMP) in the

PJM energy market, the U.S. Supreme Court recited an explanation provided by the FERC:

compensation ordinarily reflects on/v the value of the service an entity provides—not
the costs it incurs, or benefits it obtains, in the process. So when a generator presents a

bid, “the Commission does not inquire into the costs or benefits ofproduction...Djfferent

power plants have different cost structures. And, indeed, some plants receive tax credits

and similar incentive payments for their activities, while others do not... Bitt the
Commission had long since decided that site/i matters are irrelevant. Paving LMP to all
generators—although some then walk away with more profit and some wit/i less—
“encourages more efficient supply and demand decisions. “

As the U.S. Supreme Court notes, generating units in different states receive varying levels of

credits, incentives, and geographical advantages because they are located in a particular state or region.

These are not viewed as anti-competitive subsidies. This is especially true with respect to the heavily-

subsidized renewable power industry and the mandatory purchase requirements of many state level

renewable portfolio standards. Indeed, state-level policies with respect to corporate taxes, individual

income taxes, taxes on electricity, property taxes, worker’s compensation laws, worker safety laws, etc.

can substantially impact the cost structure and profitability of a given generating unit compared to its

competitors. Every advantage that a utility or generator receives that is not received by every other

participant in the PiN market is not an “anti-competitive sttbsidy” that infringes on fERC’s jurisdiction

FERC V. Elec. Power Stipply Ass’n, Slip Opinion in U.S. Supreme Court Case No. 14-840 (January 25, 2016) at
3 1-32 (emphasis added).
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over the wholesale market. As the Supreme Court stated “markets in all electricity ‘s inputs — steel, fttel,

and labor most pronzinent among them — might affect generators ‘ supply of power. . . So jf indirect or

tangential impacts on wholesale electricity rates stfflced, FERC could regulate now in one indttstiy, now

in another, changing a vast array of rtttes and practices to implement its vision of reasonableness and

justice. lye cannot imagine that was what Congress had in mind.”4

The fact that AEPGR will receive a cost-based rate for its PPA Units is not unusual in the PJM

market. Many investor-owned utilities, municipal utilities, and customer-owned cooperative utilities

operating under cost-of-service models participate in the PJM market.46 Cost-based compensation for

generation is commonplace in PJM, including with respect to Ohio’s municipal (AMP Ohio) and

customer owned cooperative utilities (Buckeye Power). Tens of thousands of megawatts of generation

have, for many years, received cost-based compensation for generation while fully participating in the

PJM energy and capacity markets.47 Treating Ohio’s investor owned utilities differently would be

discriminatory.

II. The Commission Has The Authority To Approve The PPA Rider As A Part Of Its
Obligation To Ensure The Adequacy And Reliability Of Electric Generation In Ohio
Through Fuel Diversity.

In its Amicus Brief, PJM argues that the State of Ohio should not concern itself with the issues of

resource adequacy or system reliability. PJM states that the responsibility to ensure that Ohioans receive

reliable electric service lies solely with PJM and not with the State of Ohio.48

Although PJM has an expansive role in operating the regional electric grid, the State also has

authority to promote policies that ensure the reliability and adequacy of electric service to retail

consumers within Ohio. The PPA Rider will help accomplish these aims by supporting coal-fired

generation and thereby promoting fuel diversity for the benefit of Ohio consumers. The Energy Policy

Id. at 15.
46 Tr. Vol. XXI (January 7, 2016) at 5242:3-14.

AEP Ohio Brief at 133.
48 Brief for Amicus Curiae PJM Interconnection, LLC (“PJM Brief’) at 9.
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Act of 2005 specifically recognizes the states’ particular authority over such matters. 16 U.s.c.

824o(i)(2) and (3), addressing electric reliability, provides:

(2) This section does not authorize the ERO [Electric Reliability Organizationj or the
[federal Ener RegttlatoiyJ Commission to order the construction of additional
generation or transmission capacity or to set and enforce compliance with standards for
adequacy or safety ofelectricfacilities or services.

(3,) Nothing in this section shall be construed to preempt any authority of any State to
take action to ensure the safety, adeqttacy, and reliability of electric service within that
State, cts long as sttch action is not inconsistent wit/i any reliability standard...

These sections preserve the states’ ability to make decisions that would increase the reliability of

their grid and ensure that adequate generation is available to meet their retail demand, even while the

FERC (which regulates PJM) and Electric Reliability Organizations such as NERC are simultaneously

taking actions to protect reliability and adequacy of wholesale service.

Ohio’s responsibility to bolster reliability and adequacy of service is also set forth in State policy.

R.C. 4928.02 provides that “[ilt is the policy of this state to...[e]nsure the availability to consumers of

adequate, reliable, safe, efficient, nondiscriminatoiy, and reasonably priced retail electric service. ‘ As

discussed by AEP Ohio CEO Mr. Vegas, the PPA construct “should not only lead to continued operation

of this generating capacity, it will also mitigate certain reliability risks that cottld occur with the

retirement of baseload facilities. 50 Thus, as noted by Mr. Vegas, the PPA proposal will promote fuel

diversity by helping maintain the operation of coal-fired generation, a key component of fuel diversity in

a region that is becoming more heavily reliant natural gas generation. In this maimer, if the Coniinission

were to approve the modified PPA proposal set forth in the Stipulation, grid reliability and adequacy of

service would be enhanced and the Commission would be acting consistent both with its authority under

federal law and with its responsibility under State law.

‘ Emphasis added.
50 CompanyEx. 1 at 11:16-18.
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III. The Commission Should Reject PJItI’s Request That The Commission “Ctarifj” That AEP
Ohio Is Prohibited From Bidding The PPA Units Into The PJM Capacity Market As A
Price Taker.

The current MOPR applies only to new gas-fired generation supported by certain state

subsidies.51 Under the MOPR, such new gas generation must bid into the PJM capacity auctions at no

lower than the Cost Of New Entry.52 Once a MOPR-covered unit clears one capacity auction, the MOPR

no longer applies and the unit is free to bid pursuant to the same rules that govern other generation

resources not subject to the MOPR.53 So under the current PJM MOPR, existing generation resources

like the PPA Units can bid into the PJM market below cost. PJM set these rules and generators attempt to

maximize their revenues under the framework that PJM established. Since all bidders are paid a single-

clearing price, it is a common bidding strategy for generators to bid in at zero as a price taker in order to

ensure that their generation clears. The PPA does not attempt to change PJM tariffs or rules, but rather

works within their confines.

In its Amicus Brief, however, PJM recommends that the Commission “clarUj” that AEP Ohio

should not be allowed to play by the same rules as other owners of existing generation. PJM requests that

the Commission prohibit AEP Ohio from bidding the PPA Units into the PJM market below cost. PJM

states:

PJM asks the Commission to make clear that a reasonable offer behavior for AEF Ohio
would be to offer the ttnits covered by the FFA into the FJM markets at a level no lower
than their ‘actual costs’ as that term is understood by FJM and applied consistent with
its Tariff and Manuals without consideration of the offsetting revenues provided by Ohio
retail customers under tile Stipulation.54

This is an unreasonable request. PJM is asking the Commission to impose a condition on AEP

Ohio’s bidding strategy that PJM does not require of other bidders. It is likely that PJM is asking the

Commission to effectively change the bidding rules for AEP Ohio’s PPA Units because PJM is currently

unable to impose this rule itself. As Dr. Bowring acknowledged, amending PJM’s MOPR is not easy.

SI Tr. Vol. XXI (January 7, 2016) at 5213:9-12.
52 Tr. Vol. XXI (January 7, 2016) at 5213:13-5214:2.

Tr. Vol. XXI (January 7, 2016) at 5238:9-12.
PJM Brief at 4-5.
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The PJM stakeholder process that gives rise to most PJM rule changes involves over 600 stakeholders and

requires a superrriajonty approval.’ The Conimission should reject this invitation from PJM to craft a

bidding restriction for AEP Ohio that is not otherwise imposed by PJM.

It would also be self-defeating. If the Commission were to prevent AEP Ohio from bidding into

the PJM market as a price taker, it is likely that less of its capacity will clear and less capacity revenue

will flow into the PPA Rider. Such a condition may destroy the projected economic benefits for

customers.

PJM contends that “Lojffering at actual costs ensttres that the FFA will not artficially suppress

prices in a manner which can hurt development of new generation in Ohio. “ However, PJM’s proposal

may amount to the very same market manipulation that PIM is warning against. Requiring AEP Ohio to

play by a different set of rules than other market participants could be viewed as an attempt by the State

of Ohio to artificially inflate prices in the market by not allowing AEP Ohio to employ bidding strategies

that it, and every other owner of existing generation, is allowed to employ under PJM rules.

AEP has extensive knowledge and experience devising bidding strategies that maximize the

earning potential of its generating units in the PJM system. The Commission should not interfere with

this process by imposing an unreasonable and harmful condition on AEP Ohio’s bidding strategy that is

more restrictive than what PJM requires of other market participants.

Tr. Vol. XXI (January 7, 2016) at 5225-26.
56 PJM Brief at 5.
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CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, for the foregoing reasons, the Commission should clarify and approve the

Stipulation.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael L. Kurtz, Esq.
Kurt J. Boehrn, Esq.
Jody Kyler Cohn, Esq.
BOEIIM, KURTZ & LOWRY
36 East Seventh Street, Suite 1510
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
Ph: (513)421-2255 fax: (513)421-2764
E-Mail: mkurtz(ä,BKL1awfinmcorn
kboehm(BKLlawfirm.com
kylercohn(BKL1awfirm.com

february 8,2016 COUNSEL FOR THE OHIO ENERGY
GROUP
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